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PROFILE

Deep within the government-funded bowels of the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation's Ultimo bunker in Sydney, a wall of
glass separates two worlds. On one side, producers Yuske
Asko and Susan Atkinson frantically field talkback calls, type
breaking news stories onto a computer screen, chase down
politicians to comment on the issue of gated communities and
receive coded technical cues such as "D-cart up and standing
by ... 30 seconds". On the other is Angela Catterns - ex-Triple J

icon and now presenter of the Breakfast show on 702 ABC
Sydney (to be webcast later in the year) - whose signature
warm and laid-back tone remains entirely unaffected by the
complex multi-tasking she's currently engaged in.

Information about which stories are to be dropped from the
program due to time constraints comes in via her headset, she

is constantly glancing at computer screens bearing the details
of seven taikback lines, while simultaneously operating the
panel by which she cues the wide range of music featured on
her show. From 5.30am to 9am, five days a week, Catterns
entertains and informs her listeners with coverage of subjects

as diverse as the arts, politics, sport and current events in
Australia and overseas.

In a voice that sounds as if her vocal chords have been
marinated overnight in plum brandy and golden syrup,
Catterns wraps up one segment by thanking her caller and
announces her next guest, columnist and TV host Tony Squires.

She then cues Bob Marley's "Is This Love?" and proceeds to
bounce up and down in her chair while singing along ai the top
o{ her voice with Squires.

On one of her computer screens flash the words "there's
been another high school shooting in Pennsylvania". She nods
to signal she's seen it, glances at a clock on the wall and decides
instantly that she won't have time to run with the story. AlI
without missing a beat or lyric of the reggae anthem pumping
through the studio. >
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> In a career that has spanned 20 years and earned her
numerous accolades - including "the sexiest voice in radio" -
Catterns's success is widely attributed to her perfectly measured
combination of intellect and personality. She seduced an entire
generation of Australian teenagers as a Wonder World reporter,
then as a Triple J announcer from 1991 to 7997 .

"Aside from being sophisticated and insightful, Catterns is a
genuinely inclusive broadcaster," says ABC producer Sharon
Longridge, one of numerous associates - including Helen Razer

- whose talents have been encouraged and nurtured by
Catterns. "She is interested in her listeners. Add to that a level of
warmth that makes her audience believe she is their individual
friend and you have a recipe for creating loyaIty."

It's a view echoed by Triple J reporter Stephen Cannane, who
in7997 and 1998 produced Catterns's nationai evening show on
2BL (now known as702 ABC Sydney). "One of her most notable
attributes is that she really listens to whoever she's talking to.
She's not from the 'look at me' school of broadcasting where
announcers are all about making clever remarks and showing
how much knowledge they have. Instead, she draws things out
of her interview subjects.

"The most notable example of this was an interview she did
with Pauline Hanson. At the time, everyone was doing really

confrontational pieces with the politician, but by asking a few
simple questions Angela revealed far more about Hanson than
most of the journalists who were interviewing her. She doesn't
play tough guy and certainly doesn't buy into the idea that
you're not a real journalist unless you're 'hard'. And when the
mike is ofi she is the same person you hear on air,"

Welf sort of. It turns out Catterns is initially uncomfortable
with the process of being interviewed. "Ironic I know," she says.
"Considering what I do for a living."

Catterns fell in love with radio at an early age. "A school
friend and I used to go to her grandmother's place in
Hazelbrook in the Blue Mountains where she had a little reel-to,
reel tape recorder. I swear we used to spend entire weekends
playing 'radio stations'," she smiles.

The youngest of three children growing up in Sydney's
Drummoyne, Catterns also had little choice but to listen to the
Beatles and Rolling Stones tunes favoured by her older brother
("a QC") and sister ("a creative design type"). This rounded
musical upbringing was complemented by a "noisy family tife"
in which dining table debate was {requently encouraged by
Catterns's journalist-turned-advertising-executive father and
mothe4, a secretary with an extensive collection ol jazz and
classical music who also performed volunteer work.

By the time she was 20, Catterns
had landed her first job in radio at
2LM in Lismore on the NSW north
coast. So began a career that would

CATTERNS AT A GTANCE
19761 2LM Ll$more, llSW
1977: CBIIS W Orange, llSW
1979-82: WonderWorld
leleyision reporter
1 982-84: Freelance reporter
and documentary film-makel
1985: Triple J producer
1987: 2SM Sydney presenter
1988: SBS TV and radio
presenter and producer
1989: Radio WKYS
Washington pfesenter
1990-97: Triple J presenter
1 997-99: 28L ABC Sydney
evening show presenter
2000: bigfatradio,com
presenter
2001: 702 ABG Sydney
B rea Ma st show presenter
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encompass numerous radio, television and documentary gigs

(including one she made on classical pianist Roger Woodward)

and eventually took her to Washington DC's Radio WKYS.

"It was a great experience," she says' "It was a black station in a

predominantly black town and I got to play the groove music I
Iove. My favourite musicians still include everyone from Keb'

Mo', Van Morrison and Dr John to Erykah Badu, the Brand New

Heavies and Angie Stone. Fortunately, I've been able to share

music that I enjoy with listeners throughout my career."

Returning to Sydney, Catterns re-joined Triple j as Presenter
of the morning show - where she reigned from 1991 to 1997 -She

then made a successful switch to Triple J's drive program

before moving to what she calls "the grown-up ABC" to host

2BL s evening program.
It was while presenting this show that Catterns * in true ABC

style - embarked on a sea change. She packed up her daughter

Mimi, now 9, and partner of 12 years Christiaan (a teacher) and

headed for Lismore. "We'd bought a little property up there and

after a couple o{ years of doing the national evening show from

Sydney, it became clear to me that there was no reason that I
couldn't do it from another ABC studio," she says. "I'd also

'Unearthed' [a regional band competition] Lismore for Triple J

some years previously. While broadcasting from those studios, I
thought'hmmmm, this would be a nice little lurk to move uP

here and broadcast to the nation'."
Living halfway between Lismore and Byron Bay, Catterns

relished the "physical beauty" of her surroundings, grew used

to "dodging wildlife on deserted country roads late at night"
and "having a small child, I thought the country experience

would be good for her. I only discovered it as an adult".
After two decades behind the mike, Catterns decided to take

a break in late 1999. While relishing the time she had to spend

with her daughter and partner, Catterns was unable to resist

her passion for broadcasting, which eventually led her back to

Sydney. Recruited alongside other Triple J stalwarts such as

Helen Razer and Michael Tunn, Catterns took to the cyber air-

waves on internet radio station bigfatradio.com. It folded within
five months after failing to atlract sufficient advertising revenue

and Catterns and her cohorts joined the dot.com casualties.

"I think it was asking a bit much," she says. "People weren't

being asked to change their habits - they were being asked to

pick up an entirely new habit of listening to the radio over the

internet. And as we all know, o1d habits die hard. There's also

the fact that the beauty of radio is its portability. You can listen

to it walking down the street, in the yard, on the bus, wherever

- and until people have comPuters in all those places, you're

asking a lot of them."
The failure of bigfatradio turned out to be the proverbial

blessing in disguise. After being the venue announcer at the

Olympics and Paralympics, Catterns was available for what was

supposed to be a two-week caretaker sPot on 702 ABC Sydney,

following the departure of presenter Phiiip Clark to commercial

rival 2GB. It turned out to be an extended job interview and the

response from listeners was overwhelming. "As soon as Angela

started doing the program, it was fairly evident she was the one

we were looking for," says station manager Roger Summerill.

Carolyn Beaumont, The Sunday Telegraph's radio critic, agrees.

"Catterns's sound is intelligent, entertaining, informed and

young. She provides strong coverage of education issues,

movies, music, literature and theatre. The ABC advertised

Catterns's breakfast program on commercial TV lwith a

campaign rumoured to have cost the cash-strapped national

broadcaster between $60,000 and $200,0001. It's a clear signal to

her old Triple J fans to follow het to 702 ABC' The 2001 ratings

will show whether the strategy succeeds."

Initial surveys suggest the gamble has paid off. This comes as

little surprise to fellow media commentator and host of ABC

TY's The Fat, Tony Squires. "Aside from having a great

warm radio voice - which is never more than a good start -
Angela also has the brain to back it up," he explains. "Her
longevity stems from the fact that she hasn't chased different

demographics. Rather, she has chosen to iive with'in her own

demographic and moved naturally. When she was at Triple J,

she was more than likely a Triple j listener herself and fitted the

audience. The progression to 702 is similarly aligned with the

style of radio she would listen to. She finds a venue in which she

feels comfortable and her longevity stems from this. When

you're comfortable, you enjoy what you do and the listeners

respond to this."
Clearly, Catterns's ratings will be closely monitored by both

her employers and the rest of industry. If that's not Pressure
enough, there are also the demands that come with being a

parent who has a work schedule which sees her leaving home at

4.30 every morning.
Asked how she relaxes, she leans into my tape recorder and

declares "laughs out loud" before admitting to a combination of

sleep and yoga. The question of how she juggles her domestic

and professional responsibilities is greeted with, "I've got a

great bloke. He gets our daughter up, fed and off to school and

I'm there for the after-school shift." Catterns then adds one of

those personal snippets of information that makes the listener

feel as if she has an individual rapport with them, "I couldn't do

it without him."
Aside from the qualities of her voice and broad knowledge of

world events and music, Catterns also possesses a degree of

openness and intimacy that's rare in her field. Asked about her

most joyful and most heart-rending moments in broadcasting,

she explodes with laughter as she details The Ceiibate Rifles

musician Damien Lovelock's tales of "on-your-knees soccer uP

and down the apartment hallways", then her voice dips
instantly as she recalls "crying while watching Archie Roach

play live in the studio". "Recently," she adds, "I felt my voice

cracking when a nine-year-old girl rang up to win a prize on the

show and I immediately thought about my own daughter."

Another of the elements crucial to Catterns's success as a

broadcaster is what Beaumont refers to as her "slick and

articulate brand of talkback". Viewing herself as an "antidote"
to the ranting xenophobia so often generated by this format on

commercial stations, Catterns says, "I like balanced discussion,

as opposed to all that madness, extremity, whizz-bang fireworks

and raving loonies."
And this is perhaps the essence of Catterns's sustained allure

and success. She views herself "as a conduit through which
people can express their points of view and discuss the issues

which concern them". No wonder she is the woman hundreds

of thousands choose to wake up with every morning. I
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